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Introduction
Disclaimer: I’ve just very recently starting thinking about this topic, so excuse 
me if I’ve missed something obvious interesting ... or listed something as 
interesting that obviously isn’t.

GlueX was designed to search for “hybrid mesons” which requires good 
efficiency/PID for many-body final states containing both charged and neutral 
particles ... what else can we do with it?
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Yields

The yields expected to produced in GlueX during its ~4-year run are:

❖O(1010) η(X) and O(109) η’(X);

❖X fully reconstructible for O(108) η(X) and O(107) η’(X);

❖many η(‘) decays possible to fully reconstruct;

❖resolution is better with fully reconstructed final state and backgrounds will 
be lower ... will assume here that we need to fully reconstruct the final state.

Let’s look at some ideas of studies that could (most likely) be done at GlueX, 
starting first with the “baseline” detector (pre-JEF).
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η→πππ
Can search for C violation in η→3π.  Past searches all seem to use X,Y 
parametrization instead of standard Dalitz variables. Search for C violation has 
involved fitting moments of XY or the following asymmetries are reported:

Largest stats “competitor” is KLOE with 5M; KLOE-2 should get ~13M.  KLOE 
resolution on X,Y ~ 0.02.  

GlueX: ~15M with σ(X,Y) ~ 0.03, and ~20k η’→3π.
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η→π+π-π0
Asymmetries are usually reported in addition to a, b, d, f...

C violation 
Isospin Average

C violation 
Isospin=2

C violation 
Isospin=1
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C(P)V Searches
Can search for C(P)V in model-independent way without fitting.  This is 
essentially a “2 sample test”.   The most powerful one I’ve used is the “energy 
test” which constructs:

Can use this on any multivariate samples provided you do C(P) conjugation 
then simply feed the test.  I developed some nice visualization for this.
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Daughters JP Mass Width Fit Fraction
a, b 0+ 0.3 0.025 6%
a, b 2+ 0.6 0.05 2%
a, c 1� 0.4 0.04 18%
a, c 0+ 0.7 0.1 43%
b, c 1� 0.35 0.01 10%
b, c 0+ 0.75 0.02 17%

a, b, c non-resonant 1%

TABLE I: Resonances included in the Dalitz-plot model used
in this paper (parameter values are for the CP -conserving
version of the model).

A variation of this model that contains a moderate
amount of CP violation is also considered in this paper.
The CP violation is limited to the J

P = 1� resonance
in the ac system, which has an 18% fit fraction, and is
taken to be
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i.e., the magnitude and phase of this resonance in
the CP -violating model for the decay and its c.c. are
(a ± �a/2) and (� ± ��/2), respectively. The sample
sizes used in these types of analyses tend to be in the
O(103 � 105) range (although, D decay samples with
O(106) events will soon be available at LHCb). In this
paper I will consider sample sizes of 104 events. Clearly,
smaller (larger) amounts of CP violation would be ob-
servable with larger (smaller) sample sizes.

Ensembles of 100 data sets each for the CP -conserving
and CP -violating versions of the model are produced.
Figure 1 shows an example of a single data set produced
from the CP -violating version of the model. The inte-
grated direct CP asymmetry, i.e., the CP asymmetry
in the event yields, is ⇠ 2%. In this paper I will as-
sume that the production asymmetry is not known well
enough to use this information; thus, I will only look for
CP asymmetry in the decay distributions and not in the
event yields. It is trivial to modify the method presented
in Section III to incorporate the event yields if the pro-
duction asymmetry is known to a high level of precision.

III. METHOD

In this section I will describe the method presented
in this paper for observing CP violation in many-body
decays; however, prior to this, I will first review the meth-
ods that have previously been used to search for CP vio-
lation in these decays. In the absence of CP violation, the
decay X ! abc and its c.c. have the same parent distri-
bution; thus, a two-sample comparison test between the
X ! abc and c.c. data sets can be used to observe CP

violation in a model-independent way. Many analyses
have used a two-sample binned �2 test for this purpose
(see, e.g., Ref. [12]) but none have observed the golden

5� significance. Recently another binned approach has
been proposed that also provides a useful visualization
tool [6].
Analyses have been performed that have avoided bin-

ning the data by employing an unbinned likelihood fit of
an isobar model to the data (see, e.g., Ref. [12]). Any
significant di↵erence in the resonance amplitude param-
eters (a

r

and �
r

in Eq. 1) obtained from the fits to the
decay and its c.c. could be evidence of CP violation.
The advantage here is that, if the model is accurate, the
CP -violating parameters can be extracted from the data;
however, if the goal of the analysis is to first search for
evidence of CP violation and to quote a significance for
the observation, then this approach is not optimal due to
its introduction of model-dependence into the systematic
uncertainties. There are also some subtleties that need to
be accounted for when attempting to quote a significance
that are discussed in Section VC.
The novel idea presented in this paper is to instead

perform an unbinned two-sample test on the data ob-
tained for X ! abc and c.c. decays. In Section VA it
will be shown that this approach has the following ben-
efits: increased sensitivity to CP -violating e↵ects rela-
tive to binned methods and no model dependence or any
other artifacts that make determining the statistical sig-
nificance of a CP -violation observation di�cult. It is
somewhat surprising that this is, in fact, a novel idea and
I hope that by presenting it I can also inspire the usage
of such techniques in other high energy physics analyses.
The following test statistic correlates the di↵erence be-

tween the X ! abc and c.c. p.d.f.s, denoted by f(~x) and
f̄(~x), respectively, at di↵erent points in the multivariate
space [13, 14]:
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where  (|~x � ~x

0|) is a weighting function. T can be es-
timated without the need for any knowledge about the
forms of f and f̄ using X ! abc and c.c. data as
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| and n (n̄) is the number of
X ! abc (c.c.) events. N.b., in the order in which they
appear in Eq. 4, the sums are over pairs of X ! abc

events, pairs of c.c. events and pairs consisting of an
X ! abc event and a c.c. event, respectively. Eq. 4
is simply Eq. 3 rewritten using the standard Monte
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Use@LHCb
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Figure 3: (a,d) Distribution of permutation T values fitted with a GEV function for the simulated sample and
showing the nominal T value as a vertical line, (b,e) T

i

value distributions, and (c,f) local asymmetry significances
for (top) 2% CP violation in the amplitude and (bottom) 1� phase CP violation of the ⇢+ resonance.

fit.
The number of available permutations is con-

strained by the available computing time. The
default p-value extraction uses the counting method
as long as at least three permutation T values are
found to be larger than the observed T value. Be-
yond that, the p-value is extracted by integrating
the fitted GEV function. The p-values presented
here are based on 1000 permutations for the de-
fault data results and on 100 permutations for the
sensitivity studies.

A visualisation of regions of significant asymmetry
is obtained by assigning an asymmetry significance
to each event. The contributions of a single event
of one flavour, Ti, and a single event of the opposite
flavour, T i, to the total T value are given by

Ti =
1
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2nn
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j
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Example Ti distributions for the simulated CP

violating data sets are shown in Fig. 3 (b,e); events
contributing with Ti of the largest magnitude point

to CP violation regions. However, the CP asymme-
try arising from the ⇢+ amplitude di↵erence (Fig. 3
(b)) produces a global asymmetry, n > n. Through
the normalization factors in Eq. 3, this leads to
negative Ti regions for approximately m

2(⇡+

⇡

0) >
2 GeV2

/c

4, where the numbers ofD0 andD

0 mesons
are equal.
Having obtained the Ti and T i values for all

events, a permutation method is also used here
to define the level of significance. The distribu-
tions of the smallest negative and largest positive
Ti values of each permutation, Tmin

i and T

max

i , are
used to assign significances of negative and positive
asymmetries, respectively. Positive (negative) lo-
cal asymmetry significances are Ti values greater
(smaller) than the fraction of the T

max

i (Tmin

i ) dis-
tribution that corresponds to the significance level.
The same procedure is applied to the T i distribution,
leading to a Dalitz plot with an inverted asymmetry
pattern.
The asymmetry significances for each simulated

event are plotted on a Dalitz plot (see Fig. 3
(c,f)). If an amplitude di↵erence exists between
CP -conjugate states of a resonance, the region of
significant asymmetry appears as a band around
the mass of the resonance on the plot. If a phase
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Search for CPV in ~700k tagged D0→3π decays.

Simulated events 
with “ injected” 
CPV of different 
types.

Real data ... no 
e v i d e n c e f o r 
CPV; global p-
value ~2%.

LHCb-PAPER-2014-054 
[1410:4170]



η(’)→π+π-e+e-

Interference between bremsstrahlung and direct 
emission can lead to CP violation

Asymmetry sensitive to this CP violation; e+e- 
angular distributions related to virtual photon 

polarization

Large CP violation observed in KL -> pi+ pi- e+ e- decays

CP Violating CP Conserving

KTEV Paper:  http://inspirehep.net/record/689077
Theory Paper: http://inspirehep.net/record/354407
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More Decays

❖Could play same game with η’ → ππη. BESIII has ~200k events with σ(X,Y) 
~ 0.03.  GlueX expects to collect ~4M with σ(X,Y) ~ 0.03.

❖CPV in η→ππee: ~20k (c.f. KLOE2 ~5k); η’→ππee: ~40k.

❖CPV B(η→ππ) < 10-5 [PDG], B(η’→ππ) < 6x10-5 [PDG]. GlueX could 
improve these by factors of O(100).

❖CV B(η→π0ee) < 4x10-5 [PDG], B(η’→π0ee) < 10-3 [PDG].  GlueX could 
improve by factor O(100) and O(1000), respectively.

❖CV B(η’→ηee) < 2x10-3 [PDG].  GlueX could improve by factor O(1000).
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*Assuming e ID works well at GlueX (being worked on now).

Probe CPV flavor-conserving ssuu-type operators [Gao, MPLA17(2002)].

Any possible “well motivated” way this isn’t ruled out by EDMs?
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Summary

❖Baseline GlueX η and η’ yields for many C(P)V modes much larger than 

previous experiments.

❖Are there “well motivated” reasons to expect to see something in any of 

these modes given constraints from EDMs etc?

❖With JEF CALO, modes with many neutrals come into play, e.g., η→3Ɣ.

❖What did I miss?
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